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this book shows the conjugation of 21 regular french verbs casser se casser appeler s appeler jeter se jeter
renouveler aliéner s aliéner essayer with both variations employer s employer manger forcer se forcer finir se finir
rendre se rendre rompre se rompre these are conjugated in the affirmative negative interrogative and negative
interrogative examples present il casse he breaks present negative il ne casse pas he does not break present
interrogative casse t il does he break and present negative interrogative ne casse t il pas does he not break these
forms are shown throughout in all of the applicable active and passive structures and also with examples of the
pronominal or reflexive verb conjugation infinitives imperatives participles and gerundives present present perfect
compound past imperfect pluperfect past definite simple past past perfect past anterior future future perfect future
anterior present conditional past conditional present subjunctive past subjunctive imperfect subjunctive pluperfect
subjunctive if there is a spelling difference because of the relatively recent orthographic reforms then both the
traditional or pre 1990 forms will be shown along with the new this book shows the international phonetic alphabet
transcription for each of the forms revealing to the reader for instance that in the phrase ils cassent they are
breaking the ent suffix of the verb isn t part of the pronunciation il kas showing the pronunciation of each form
takes the reader over many similar hurdles there is a chapter designed to give the reader a working knowledge of
the ipa as applicable to french along with explanations on how to accurately pronounce the french speech sounds
that aren t present in english this work possesses a detailed description of the phenomenon of liaison and a chapter
on the grammar of the french verb explaining what each tense means as well as a small bit of explanatory
background information on the evolution of modern french from gaulish vulgar latin and old french note the correct
font for the ipa symbol shown here as a was not available for this description lists the most common verbs with
complete conjugations and participles improve your spanish listening speaking reading and writing skills this book is
so easy 7th graders use it and so helpful translators use it just look up the pattern verb and make the changes
indicated in red only the irregular letters not the whole word are printed in red so you can immediately see which
letters to change in your verb no other book does this other unique features of this book include a simple layout of
pattern pages more pattern verbs for greater accuracy more verbs for more complete coverage and a description in
words of what each pattern illustrates by far the largest most authoritative and up to date single volume book on
italian verbs ever written the big book of italian verbs 900 fully conjugated verbs in all tenses with ipa 2nd edition is
the result of many years of research into the morphology and phonetics of italian verbs at the time of its publication
it is the only reference on the phonetics of italian verbs as well as of italian in general all conjugation tables of verbs
have ipa transcriptions associated with them inside you will find 900 italian verbs fully conjugated in all tenses and
including usage examples ipa transcription given within conjugation tables for each tense an index comprising all
the verb forms available in the book in order to easily find irregular verb forms describes the gangland style murder
of the author s father amid the height of 1970s counterculture in an account that follows his efforts to understand
why his father would risk everything to participate in a multimillion dollar real estate scandal newly revised for
quicker easier reference this book has been designed to give both native born and foreign students a solid sense of
security in mastery of english 123 irregular verbs are fully conjugated pitfalls in sentence structure are analyzed
and rules for such trouble areas as spelling and punctuation are outlined this book includes an introduction to the
modern greek verb system modern greek verb tenses and english equivalents sample english verb conjugation
modern greek verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses alphabetically arranged and an english greek verb index
cover lists the complete conjugation for hundreds of the most commonly used spanish verbs and includes tips on
idiomatic expressions and using prepositions with verbs from chzen to groan to ziehen to pull 501 of the most
commonly used german verbs are presented alphabetically with translations the arrangement is one verb per page
in easy to comprehend table form each verb is listed with its principal parts and followed by complete conjugation
in all tenses additional material includes tables of strong verbs arranged according to pattern of change and a
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section on prefix verbs and model auxiliaries an added feature in this edition is a set of 27 verb tests with answers
explained language students will also find weather expressions as they are used with impersonal verbs a selection
of german idioms and proverbs and a concise review of rules for verb tenses and moods this book with its emphasis
on grammatical form makes a fine classroom supplement for beginner intermediate and advanced courses in
german this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant popular phrases words and expressions accompany the
complete conjugation of common arabic verbs fluo s romanian verb conjugator is a hands on verb conjugation book
suitable for every learner of romanian if you re tired of endless verb conjugation tables that mostly confuse rather
than help you learn conjugating verbs this book will actually teach you how to conjugate around 500 of the most
common romanian verbs all fully conjugated and organized in a practical dictionary like manner so that you can
easily browse and find what you re looking for most frequently used arabic verbs are conjugated one verb to a page
a concentrated review of arabic verb forms for both beginning and advanced students regular and irregular italian
verbs are presented alphabetically for quick reference includes all in table form and conjugated in all tenses one
verb per page with english translations this is the 2nd edition of 100 persian verbs this book provides students with
immediate access to correct verb forms of the persian language finding the persian verb conjunctions is not usually
an easy task using the verbs in their correct forms might be a challenge for students regardless of the learning
system this book has been designed to be used as a quick and easy way to find the full conjunction of the most
common persian verbs you need to use in a conversation or in your writing in order to use this book effectively you
must be able to read and write in persian and be familiar with the grammar and the basic structure of the persian
language however in the beginning of the book some essential materials regarding the persian alphabet
pronunciation of the persian letters the definition of different persian verb tenses and their uses have been provided
to learn more about bahar books please visit baharbooks com based on the popular language bibles the blue pocket
book of french verbs and the red pocket book of spanish verbs are the most comprehensive clearest and easiest to
use sources for beginning and intermediate learners now these books are even more convenient for school or home
use thanks to their smaller trim size but these pocket sized guides are still mightier than all of the competition in
this format these portable guides offer smooth sailing through the turbulent seas of a new grammar with 333 fully
conjugated verbs listed alphabetically current idioms and expressions for each verb full facing page of usage
examples for the top50 verbs one stop at a glance verb tense profiles more than 2 200 verbs cross referenced to
models a handy guide to deciphering irregular verb forms english index to the model verbs fluo s latin verb
conjugator is a hands on verb conjugation book suitable for every learner of latin if you re tired of endless verb
conjugation tables that mostly confuse rather than help you learn conjugating verbs this book will actually teach
you how to conjugate around 400 of the most common latin verbs all fully conjugated and organized in a practical
dictionary like manner so that you can easily browse and find what you re looking for learning french is easy with
barron s 501 french verbs the authors provide clear easy to use review of the most important and commonly used
verbs from the french language each verb is listed alphabetically in easy to follow chart form one verb per page
with its english translation this comprehensive guide to french verb usage is ideal for students travelers and adult
learners it includes 501 verbs conjugated in all persons and tenses both active and passive a bilingual list of more
than 1 250 additional verbs the 55 most essential french verbs used in context helpful expressions and idioms for
travelers verb drills and short tests with all questions answered and explained verbs are presented alphabetically
one verb to a page and shown in all of their forms special features index of english french verbs index of irregular
verb forms identtified by infinitive over 1 000 french verbs conjugated like model verbs verbs used in idiomatic
expressions and simple sentences verbs with prespositions used in simple sentences orthographical changing verbs
verbs used in weather expressions verbs used in proverbs and sayings a summary of sequence of verb tenses the
subjuntive if you want to improve your understanding of icelandic verbs this is your guide learn some of the most
commonly used verbs icelandic it is the most comprehensive resource available for learning and mastering
icelandic verbs the verbs are arranged in tabular format in alphabetical order which makes navigating through the
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book a breeze each verb is conjugated and presented in most common forms the book features sample sentences
to demonstrate verb usage in context as well as a grammar review this indispensable guide will help you conjugate
verbs with ease enabling you to use icelandic verbs with confidence what is the aim of the activator the verb
activator of 212 bulgarian verbs is the first practical guide to bulgarian verb forms presented in well organized and
easy to understand tables and accompanied with a short overview of bulgarian grammar albena simeonova and
antonia getova have created a learnerfriendly reference tool which bulgarian language learners can use to study
conjugation systematically or browse through whenever you need to check a particular verb form whether taking
their first steps in the language or mastering the intricacies of the bulgarian verb system they can use the activator
as their road map to success who is the activator designed for this book summarizes authors practical experience in
teaching bulgarian to foreigners especially regarding the bulgarian verb system this is a practical guide to complex
verb forms for english speaking foreigners interested in mastering the bulgarian language a wide range of learners
at different levels can benefit from this book the beginners can look up verb conjugations in the present for
example while the more advanced learners can check more complex structures such as conditional and future in
the past authors hope that their fellow teachers of bulgarian as a foreign language will also find this book useful as
they tried to respond to a need one that they themselves have felt numerous times of a practical verb reference
guide the activator is the first book of this type of conjugated bulgarian verbs how is the activator organized the
activator begins with a short theoretical part where authors provide a one page model of conju gated verbs then
follows an overview of bulgarian verb system wherein authors have purposefully avoided technical jargon they also
offer a table of approximate english equivalents to verb forms in bulgarian the main part of the activator is an
alphabetical presentation of 212 verbs conjugated in 7 tenses and 3 moods each verb is presented on a separate
page authors have also provided a bulgarian english dictionary of 55 cognate verbs these are verbs that have the
same base and meaning as their english counterparts then users will find an index of 106 more verbs formed out of
verbs presented in the activator using various prefixes each verb is followed by a reference to a page where you
can find a conju gated verb serving as a model in the activator users can also find an english bulgarian dictionary of
all conjugated verbs which will help them to check the meaning and the forms of the verb they are looking for the
book presents 50 italian irregular verbs arranged alphabetically and conjugated in all persons tenses and moods
unfortunately there is no general rule that can help you guess what their endings will be they are irregular so you ll
just have to live with it and learn them by heart by the same author italian irregular verbs volume 2 verbs are
conjugated and set up one per page in alphabetical order in this easy to use series commonly used idioms that use
a verb are presented at the bottom of the page that presents the appropriate verb approximately 1 000 additional
verbs are listed in the infinite form with their english meanings presents the most common regular and irregular
english verbs alphabetically arranged in table form one verb per page and completely conjugated in all tenses
reviews rules of grammar applicable to verb usage provides a bilingual list of hundreds of more regular verbs and
tips on idiomatic verb usage the most commonly used dutch verbs are presented one to a page completely
conjugated and arranged alphabetically for quick and easy reference commonly used dutch idioms that use a verb
are presented at the bottom of the page of the appropriate verb based on the popular language bibles the blue
pocket book of french verbs and the red pocket book of spanish verbs are the most comprehensive clearest and
easiest to use sources for beginning and intermediate learners now these books are even more convenient for
school or home use thanks to their smaller trim size but these pocket sized guides are still mightier than all of the
competition in this format these portable guides offer smooth sailing through the turbulent seas of a new grammar
with 333 fully conjugated verbs listed alphabetically current idioms and expressions for each verb full facing page of
usage examples for the top50 verbs one stop at a glance verb tense profiles more than 2 200 verbs cross
referenced to models a handy guide to deciphering irregular verb forms english index to the model verbs
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French Regular Verbs Fully Conjugated in All Forms 2018-07-24 this book shows the conjugation of 21 regular
french verbs casser se casser appeler s appeler jeter se jeter renouveler aliéner s aliéner essayer with both
variations employer s employer manger forcer se forcer finir se finir rendre se rendre rompre se rompre these are
conjugated in the affirmative negative interrogative and negative interrogative examples present il casse he breaks
present negative il ne casse pas he does not break present interrogative casse t il does he break and present
negative interrogative ne casse t il pas does he not break these forms are shown throughout in all of the applicable
active and passive structures and also with examples of the pronominal or reflexive verb conjugation infinitives
imperatives participles and gerundives present present perfect compound past imperfect pluperfect past definite
simple past past perfect past anterior future future perfect future anterior present conditional past conditional
present subjunctive past subjunctive imperfect subjunctive pluperfect subjunctive if there is a spelling difference
because of the relatively recent orthographic reforms then both the traditional or pre 1990 forms will be shown
along with the new this book shows the international phonetic alphabet transcription for each of the forms revealing
to the reader for instance that in the phrase ils cassent they are breaking the ent suffix of the verb isn t part of the
pronunciation il kas showing the pronunciation of each form takes the reader over many similar hurdles there is a
chapter designed to give the reader a working knowledge of the ipa as applicable to french along with explanations
on how to accurately pronounce the french speech sounds that aren t present in english this work possesses a
detailed description of the phenomenon of liaison and a chapter on the grammar of the french verb explaining what
each tense means as well as a small bit of explanatory background information on the evolution of modern french
from gaulish vulgar latin and old french note the correct font for the ipa symbol shown here as a was not available
for this description
201 Russian Verbs 1970 lists the most common verbs with complete conjugations and participles
15,000 Spanish Verbs 1999 improve your spanish listening speaking reading and writing skills this book is so easy
7th graders use it and so helpful translators use it just look up the pattern verb and make the changes indicated in
red only the irregular letters not the whole word are printed in red so you can immediately see which letters to
change in your verb no other book does this other unique features of this book include a simple layout of pattern
pages more pattern verbs for greater accuracy more verbs for more complete coverage and a description in words
of what each pattern illustrates
501 Latin Verbs 2011 by far the largest most authoritative and up to date single volume book on italian verbs
ever written the big book of italian verbs 900 fully conjugated verbs in all tenses with ipa 2nd edition is the result of
many years of research into the morphology and phonetics of italian verbs at the time of its publication it is the only
reference on the phonetics of italian verbs as well as of italian in general all conjugation tables of verbs have ipa
transcriptions associated with them inside you will find 900 italian verbs fully conjugated in all tenses and including
usage examples ipa transcription given within conjugation tables for each tense an index comprising all the verb
forms available in the book in order to easily find irregular verb forms
The Big Book of Italian Verbs: 900 Fully Conjugated Verbs in All Tenses. With IPA Transcription, 2nd Edition
2018-09-01 describes the gangland style murder of the author s father amid the height of 1970s counterculture in
an account that follows his efforts to understand why his father would risk everything to participate in a multimillion
dollar real estate scandal
Two Hundred and One Spanish Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1963-12 newly revised for quicker
easier reference this book has been designed to give both native born and foreign students a solid sense of security
in mastery of english 123 irregular verbs are fully conjugated pitfalls in sentence structure are analyzed and rules
for such trouble areas as spelling and punctuation are outlined
201 Spanish Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses, Alphabetically Arranged 1963 this book includes an
introduction to the modern greek verb system modern greek verb tenses and english equivalents sample english
verb conjugation modern greek verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses alphabetically arranged and an english
greek verb index cover
201 French Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1963 lists the complete conjugation for hundreds of the most
commonly used spanish verbs and includes tips on idiomatic expressions and using prepositions with verbs
201 Latin Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1964 from chzen to groan to ziehen to pull 501 of the most
commonly used german verbs are presented alphabetically with translations the arrangement is one verb per page
in easy to comprehend table form each verb is listed with its principal parts and followed by complete conjugation
in all tenses additional material includes tables of strong verbs arranged according to pattern of change and a
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section on prefix verbs and model auxiliaries an added feature in this edition is a set of 27 verb tests with answers
explained language students will also find weather expressions as they are used with impersonal verbs a selection
of german idioms and proverbs and a concise review of rules for verb tenses and moods this book with its emphasis
on grammatical form makes a fine classroom supplement for beginner intermediate and advanced courses in
german
201 Latin verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses 1976 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure
a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
English Verb Conjugations 1977-12-31 popular phrases words and expressions accompany the complete
conjugation of common arabic verbs
201 Modern Greek Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1980 fluo s romanian verb conjugator is a hands on
verb conjugation book suitable for every learner of romanian if you re tired of endless verb conjugation tables that
mostly confuse rather than help you learn conjugating verbs this book will actually teach you how to conjugate
around 500 of the most common romanian verbs all fully conjugated and organized in a practical dictionary like
manner so that you can easily browse and find what you re looking for
301 Spanish Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1982 most frequently used arabic verbs are conjugated one
verb to a page a concentrated review of arabic verb forms for both beginning and advanced students
501 German Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses in a New Easy-to-learn Format, Alphabetically
Arranged 1998 regular and irregular italian verbs are presented alphabetically for quick reference includes all in
table form and conjugated in all tenses one verb per page with english translations
201 French Verbs 2021-09-09 this is the 2nd edition of 100 persian verbs this book provides students with
immediate access to correct verb forms of the persian language finding the persian verb conjunctions is not usually
an easy task using the verbs in their correct forms might be a challenge for students regardless of the learning
system this book has been designed to be used as a quick and easy way to find the full conjunction of the most
common persian verbs you need to use in a conversation or in your writing in order to use this book effectively you
must be able to read and write in persian and be familiar with the grammar and the basic structure of the persian
language however in the beginning of the book some essential materials regarding the persian alphabet
pronunciation of the persian letters the definition of different persian verb tenses and their uses have been provided
to learn more about bahar books please visit baharbooks com
501 Arabic Verbs 2007 based on the popular language bibles the blue pocket book of french verbs and the red
pocket book of spanish verbs are the most comprehensive clearest and easiest to use sources for beginning and
intermediate learners now these books are even more convenient for school or home use thanks to their smaller
trim size but these pocket sized guides are still mightier than all of the competition in this format these portable
guides offer smooth sailing through the turbulent seas of a new grammar with 333 fully conjugated verbs listed
alphabetically current idioms and expressions for each verb full facing page of usage examples for the top50 verbs
one stop at a glance verb tense profiles more than 2 200 verbs cross referenced to models a handy guide to
deciphering irregular verb forms english index to the model verbs
201 Yiddish Verbs, Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses, Alphabetically Arranged 1979 fluo s latin verb
conjugator is a hands on verb conjugation book suitable for every learner of latin if you re tired of endless verb
conjugation tables that mostly confuse rather than help you learn conjugating verbs this book will actually teach
you how to conjugate around 400 of the most common latin verbs all fully conjugated and organized in a practical
dictionary like manner so that you can easily browse and find what you re looking for
A Complete Treatise on the Conjugation of French Verbs ... 1895 learning french is easy with barron s 501
french verbs the authors provide clear easy to use review of the most important and commonly used verbs from the
french language each verb is listed alphabetically in easy to follow chart form one verb per page with its english
translation this comprehensive guide to french verb usage is ideal for students travelers and adult learners it
includes 501 verbs conjugated in all persons and tenses both active and passive a bilingual list of more than 1 250
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additional verbs the 55 most essential french verbs used in context helpful expressions and idioms for travelers
verb drills and short tests with all questions answered and explained
Romanian Verb Conjugator 2018-04-13 verbs are presented alphabetically one verb to a page and shown in all
of their forms
201 Arabic Verbs 1978 special features index of english french verbs index of irregular verb forms identtified by
infinitive over 1 000 french verbs conjugated like model verbs verbs used in idiomatic expressions and simple
sentences verbs with prespositions used in simple sentences orthographical changing verbs verbs used in weather
expressions verbs used in proverbs and sayings a summary of sequence of verb tenses the subjuntive
501 Italian Verbs 2001 if you want to improve your understanding of icelandic verbs this is your guide learn some of
the most commonly used verbs icelandic it is the most comprehensive resource available for learning and
mastering icelandic verbs the verbs are arranged in tabular format in alphabetical order which makes navigating
through the book a breeze each verb is conjugated and presented in most common forms the book features sample
sentences to demonstrate verb usage in context as well as a grammar review this indispensable guide will help you
conjugate verbs with ease enabling you to use icelandic verbs with confidence
100 Persian Verbs (Fully Conjugated in the Most Common Tenses) (Farsi-English Bi-Lingual Edition)
2014-05-06 what is the aim of the activator the verb activator of 212 bulgarian verbs is the first practical guide to
bulgarian verb forms presented in well organized and easy to understand tables and accompanied with a short
overview of bulgarian grammar albena simeonova and antonia getova have created a learnerfriendly reference tool
which bulgarian language learners can use to study conjugation systematically or browse through whenever you
need to check a particular verb form whether taking their first steps in the language or mastering the intricacies of
the bulgarian verb system they can use the activator as their road map to success who is the activator designed for
this book summarizes authors practical experience in teaching bulgarian to foreigners especially regarding the
bulgarian verb system this is a practical guide to complex verb forms for english speaking foreigners interested in
mastering the bulgarian language a wide range of learners at different levels can benefit from this book the
beginners can look up verb conjugations in the present for example while the more advanced learners can check
more complex structures such as conditional and future in the past authors hope that their fellow teachers of
bulgarian as a foreign language will also find this book useful as they tried to respond to a need one that they
themselves have felt numerous times of a practical verb reference guide the activator is the first book of this type
of conjugated bulgarian verbs how is the activator organized the activator begins with a short theoretical part
where authors provide a one page model of conju gated verbs then follows an overview of bulgarian verb system
wherein authors have purposefully avoided technical jargon they also offer a table of approximate english
equivalents to verb forms in bulgarian the main part of the activator is an alphabetical presentation of 212 verbs
conjugated in 7 tenses and 3 moods each verb is presented on a separate page authors have also provided a
bulgarian english dictionary of 55 cognate verbs these are verbs that have the same base and meaning as their
english counterparts then users will find an index of 106 more verbs formed out of verbs presented in the activator
using various prefixes each verb is followed by a reference to a page where you can find a conju gated verb serving
as a model in the activator users can also find an english bulgarian dictionary of all conjugated verbs which will help
them to check the meaning and the forms of the verb they are looking for
The Red Pocket Book of Spanish Verbs 2003-07-22 the book presents 50 italian irregular verbs arranged
alphabetically and conjugated in all persons tenses and moods unfortunately there is no general rule that can help
you guess what their endings will be they are irregular so you ll just have to live with it and learn them by heart by
the same author italian irregular verbs volume 2
Latin Verb Conjugator 2018-04-02 verbs are conjugated and set up one per page in alphabetical order in this easy
to use series commonly used idioms that use a verb are presented at the bottom of the page that presents the
appropriate verb approximately 1 000 additional verbs are listed in the infinite form with their english meanings
201 Italian Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1966 presents the most common regular and irregular english
verbs alphabetically arranged in table form one verb per page and completely conjugated in all tenses reviews rules
of grammar applicable to verb usage provides a bilingual list of hundreds of more regular verbs and tips on
idiomatic verb usage
501 French Verbs 2015-08-01 the most commonly used dutch verbs are presented one to a page completely
conjugated and arranged alphabetically for quick and easy reference commonly used dutch idioms that use a verb
are presented at the bottom of the page of the appropriate verb
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English Verb Conjugations 1975 based on the popular language bibles the blue pocket book of french verbs and
the red pocket book of spanish verbs are the most comprehensive clearest and easiest to use sources for beginning
and intermediate learners now these books are even more convenient for school or home use thanks to their
smaller trim size but these pocket sized guides are still mightier than all of the competition in this format these
portable guides offer smooth sailing through the turbulent seas of a new grammar with 333 fully conjugated verbs
listed alphabetically current idioms and expressions for each verb full facing page of usage examples for the top50
verbs one stop at a glance verb tense profiles more than 2 200 verbs cross referenced to models a handy guide to
deciphering irregular verb forms english index to the model verbs
201 Swedish Verbs: Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1977-12-31
501 French Verbs 2007-02-01
501 French Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses in a New Easy to Learn Format 1982
Icelandic Language 2016-04-24
Verb Activator for 212 Bulgarian Verbs 2015-05-22
Italian Irregular Verbs Fully Conjugated in all Tenses: Book 1 (Italian Grammar) 2016-05-30
501 Spanish Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses in a New Easy-to-learn Format, Alphabetically Arranged 1996
Two Hundred and One modern Greek verbs fully conjugated in all the tenses 1980
Dictionary of 501 French Verbs, Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1970
Five Hundred and One English Verbs 2007
201 Dutch Verbs: Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1979-05-02
Two Hundred and One French Verbs Fully Conjugated in All the Tenses 1963-01-01
The Blue Pocket Book of French Verbs 2003-08-18
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